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What to Expect
In this guide you will discover what sets a great brand apart from a mediocre 
brand. 

Branding is so fundamental to business success.  Getting branding right plays a 
huge role in making everything else in business work smoothly.   

Great branding makes running your business easier and even more rewarding. 
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You'll get the most out of this guide if...
1. You need to find new clients and you're looking for a way to do it as 

effectively as possible. 

2. You’re currently not being paid what you’re worth and need to 
figure out how to justify higher prices. 

If you relate to either of these problems, you’re in the right place 
because branding is a powerful tool that help you solve these problems 
and grow your business even faster. 
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What will I learn?

1. How to figure what really sets you apart from the competition and 
avoid common mistakes. 

2. How to structure your services in a way that unlocks hidden profits 
and stops you from “giving away” your valuable time in hopes of 
future work.  

3. The final technique I’ll cover is the most important one.  I can’t 
emphasize this enough.  Not following this last piece of advice can 
send all the hard work you spend on the first two items down the 
drain. 
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My Personal Experience with the Impact of Branding
The story begins with me, Frank Spohr,  
in the summer I graduated from college 
and started building my web design 
business, Clicked Studios.  I networked 
like crazy going to BNI groups, small 
business meet-ups, networking with 
complementary businesses like I.T. 
shops and print shops, working 
referrals, and posting to my social 
media accounts.  Despite all of this 
activity, business growth was sporadic 
and unpredictable. 

Some months I’d have income that 
made me feel like a king and then  
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I’d have other months with little to no 
results.  I always had beautiful sites, 
but I started to realize there was more 
to the equation.  All that in-person 
marketing activity wasn’t bringing in 
enough work.  I needed to find a way 
to bring in business and had seen tons 
of examples of other businesses 
having great success after ranking 
their website high in the search 
engines.   

So my next mission came about: get to 
the top of Google. 



After about a year of hard work I 
reached the top of St. Louis’ most 
searched query for web design on 
Google.  I was jumping for joy when 
that happened! I was ready for the 
wave of new business to come crashing 
in. 

Well, it kind of happened and it kind of 
didn’t. I had the top spot and more 
leads were coming in than ever before, 
but they mainly were for really tiny 
projects with low budgets or sometimes 
big projects with unrealistic 
expectations and timelines. 
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Something had to change if I was 
going to grow the right way, have 
some peace of mind, and work on 
quality projects. 

Enter branding strategy. 

If I was going to command higher 
prices and bigger projects I knew I 
had to stand out in the right way.   

I’ll save the nuts and bolts for later in 
this guide because the important point 
of this story is that by the end of this 
process I took Clicked Studios from  



a company working on $1,000 to 
$3,000 projects to a company working 
on $5,000 to $20,000 projects.  The 
best part about this too was that with 
these bigger projects I didn’t have to 
keep a large roster of individual 
projects going at any given time.  I was 
now able to focus on fewer, but higher 
quality projects that paid well and 
allowed me to keep my sanity. 

I didn’t realize it at first, but this deep 
dive into my own company gave me the 
skills that I could apply to other 
companies and grow beyond my web 
design roots.   
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Getting a solid handle on strategy and 
how all the marketing pieces come 
together helped me and Clicked 
Studios do some amazing things. 

We helped House of Denmark 
Furniture, a high-end European 
inspired furniture design company, 
redesign their website with the right 
focus, messaging, imagery, styles, and 
offers to increase their lead 
generation effort four times what it 
was before us. 

We helped a husband and wife team 
selling a unique car screen product 



called The Skeeter Beater re-design 
their first website that was struggling to 
hit a couple thousand dollars in sales 
per month.  With a thorough strategic 
overall of branding strategy, 
messaging, positioning, and visual 
treatment along ongoing digital 
marketing consulting the The Skeeter 
Beater leveraged its new and improved 
image and message to grow its revenue 
many times over and surpass six 
figures. 

Another client I’m proud to have 
helped is a regional print publisher,  
Missouri Meetings & Events Magazine,  
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who had a digital presence that 
needed work.  The website’s content 
offer and overall design were 
underperforming.  New and repeat 
visits were low. They were struggling 
to build their digital subscriber list.  
We put them through our strategic 
process and helped them create a new 
online experience that delivered value 
and content their core audience 
desired.  The end product of all this 
work also resulted in a new, ongoing 
process resulting in new subscribers 
joining their digital email newsletter 
each and every week like clockwork. 



Creating a Brand that Inspires
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...and attracts your ideal, high-paying clients!



Creating a brand that truly inspires 
boils down to a few critical elements.  
Let me know ask you a couple 
questions and you'll understand very 
quickly what we want to achieve. 

Have you ever seen one of these? 

Cute, right?  Nothing too special 
though.
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What about this? 

A little more interesting, but if you 
walked into a room and saw a fat cat 
like this you probably wouldn’t go 
telling everyone you knew about it. 
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Now, imagine coming 
home from work one 
day and opening 
your front door to 
find yourself face to 
face with this beast 
licking its teeth ready 
to pounce on you.
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Assuming you make it out alive from 
this little fiasco, you’d probably be 
telling this story about how you 
escaped from a hungry tiger for the rest 
of your life.  And every time you tell it, 
your friends and family would instantly 
understand your message.  Everybody 
instantly knows how scary it would be 
to face down a hungry tiger. 

The story of the tiger is exactly what 
you what your brand to be. 

Running into a cute cat is a boring 
story.  Running into a tiger is a crazy 
story that is definitely remarkable and 
easy to remember!  Here at Clicked  
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Studios, we are passionate about 
creating brands that inspire by making 
sure they stand out like a hungry tiger 
staring you in the face so that you are 
noticed by your potential customers, 
are easy to remember, and stand out 
in such a way that you are perceived 
as the top of your class so you can 
charge more and still dominate the 
competition. 

You’d be surprised after reviewing 
hundreds of businesses and 
competitors over the years and seeing 
just how similar they all sound.  I think 
people realize intuitively that they  



need to be different to some extent, but 
more often than not you see phrases 
like this: 

“We’re the best” 

“The leader in customer support” 

“Honesty.  Integrity.  Legacy” 

The thing about these phrases is that 
they’re used everywhere by everyone, 
so they end up falling on deaf ears. 

A good differentiator on the other hand 
is specific and easy to understand. 
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Think of FedEx’s slogan in 1978, 
“When it absolutely, positively has to 
be there overnight”. 

Pretty darn clear, right? 

Back in those days, if you needed to 
ship a package and you needed it 
there like yesterday...  Do you think 
you’re even going to think about the 
slow poke United States Postal 
Service? 



Let’s look at another example of an 
expertly positioned and branded 
company: Dyson.   

You know the company with the super 
pricey, high-end vacuums.  In 1978 
James Dyson found that he hated his 
traditional vacuum.  It kept getting 
clogged and had horrible suction. 
Being an engineer, he created a  
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special industrial cyclone tower for his 
factory that sucked and separated 
paint particles using nothing but air 
and centrifugal force.   

He wondered if he could take that 
same concept and make it work in the 
smaller form of a vacuum.  Fast 
forward to the present and we know 
his idea was a smashing success.   

By getting frustrated with the status 
quo and by creating something totally 
different than the rest of the industry, 
James Dyson went onto create a 
company known for products that 
have both beautiful craftsmanship  



and high performance.  As a result, 
Dyson can charge a premium and still 
win at the game of business. 

Let’s take a look at how a smaller 
service-based company might position 
and brand itself.  It is especially 
important in this situation since the 
company is smaller than its competitors 
and has to really stand out in a 
discernible way to survive and flourish. 

Here’s an example of the wrong way to 
go about: Saying, “We go the extra 
mile” might sound good at first glance.  
It seems to imply that you’ll make the 
customer happy, but really it is a vague 
and meaningless phrase.  
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No one really knows what this extra 
mile. My “extra mile” could mean 
something totally different than your 
“extra mile”.  So, the problem with 
this type of positioning statement is 
that it tells the customer nothing about 
what you actually do.  Remember, we 
need to be specific! 

So, what’s a better way? 

We look for the right solution to this 
problem by asking several questions 
similar to the situation that inspired 
James Dyson. 



“What do we hate about our industry?" 

"What frustrates us the heck out of the 
way things are currently done?" 

"Just because it’s always been done 
this way, is there a better way?" 

"A faster way?" 

As you identify answers to these 
questions, you’ll start to find the best 
ones match up to what your 
competition actually says and delivers 
to the marketplace.   
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By defining what you hate and then 
taking steps to communicate 
differently and do things differently 
within the industry, you start to look 
more like that tiger waiting behind the 
door! Your brand is now instantly 
noticeable and stands out from the 
background noise. 

I had the pleasure of working with a 
company named Challenge Unlimited 
that focuses on helping special needs 
and disabled adults find training 
resources, jobs, and places to live.   
When they came to Clicked Studios,  
   



their messaging and website was all 
over the place.  The face of the 
company, the website home page, was 
a disparate collection of of internal 
company news, dozens of links to 
various services, and old videos talking 
about the history of the organization’s 
growth.  They knew they had a problem 
with the website since it was not 
achieving their goals and failing to 
clearly communicate what they could 
do for people in their community. 

As we worked together on the strategy, 
we helped Challenge Unlimited figure 
out what people really needed to know 
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about them.  Having been in this 
industry for the better part of the 20th 
century, they had come to know very 
well the hardship families experienced 
as they saw their special needs loved 
ones struggle to live independent lives.  
Where other companies pitched 
themselves as simple job training or 
job placement services, Challenge 
Unlimited focused themselves on one 
core message, “Creating 
Independence through Opportunity”, 
showing their true mission to help their 
clients for the long-term. 

With this core message in place,  



we were then better able to hone their 
messaging for each individual service 
that reinforced this mission.  Building up 
from there, we were able to help 
Challenge Unlimited launch a totally 
brand new website with a beautiful 
look and feel where every design 
decision supports the message and the 
audience the company engages. 

Following these lessons can fast track 
your business to standing out and being 
noticed.  Beware though! Your 
amazing image has to be backed up by 
A+ business processes.  If you put on a 
good show to get noticed, but fail to 
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deliver the right kind of value to your 
clients all your hard work creating a 
superb brand image and message will 
be for nothing. 

The best way I’ve found to make this 
happen is to identify the parts of your 
business that you are truly passionate 
about.  By focusing on the services 
you love to perform, you’ve stacked 
the odds in your favor that you’ll do a 
great job every time you work with a 
client. 

This concept ties in nicely with the 
second item I promised to cover in this  
  



guide - how to unlock hidden profits in 
your business. 

The fastest way to figure this out is to 
list all over the services you can 
provide. 

Next, remove the services you’re not so 
hot about. 

With the remaining services, you’ll 
want to figure out how profitable each 
one of them is for your business. 

And when I say profit, I mean PROFIT, 
not the gross revenue or how large the  
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package is.  This is extremely 
important, especially for service 
businesses, because getting this wrong 
means you are spending more of your 
irreplaceable time on this planet and 
working harder for less money that 
you should be. 

Imagine you’re a photographer and 
you’ve built a good reputation 
through your work with past clients.  
You’ve got some leads and one is for 
a $30,000 shoot spanning 3 months 
at various locations around the 
country.  Another lead is for a $5,000 
shoot that will take 2 days on-site and  



another couple days of post production 
to turn around awesome shots to the 
client.  At first glance the $30,000 
project sounds super exciting.  It’s for a 
large sum and you get to travel to new 
places.  You accept this job and before 
you know it, there are delays with 
talent so things slip behind schedule. 

And due to the size of the shoot, you 
had to hire 2 assistant photographers 
to help, along with paying extra 
expenses to transport all of your 
equipment to these photo shoot 
locations.  What was supposed to be a 
3 month project has now turned into a 
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6 month project with extra expenses.  
That $10,000 per month you thought 
you had locked up has now become 
$5,000 per month.  Contrast that with 
the 2-day shoot you could have done 
for $5,000 and definitely gotten done 
on time.  The smaller job would have 
definitely been more profitable since 
you got it done faster and can pack 
more into your monthly schedule. 

As a service company, you should put 
your time and energy into getting as 
many of those types of jobs as 
possible if you want to maximize profit 
and your sanity.  Depending on your  



revenue goals and if you’re 1 to 3 
person shop, a handful of jobs like that 
per month and your life is looking 
pretty good. 

I followed this same process with 
Clicked Studios.  Being a person who 
loves learning new things, over the 
years I’ve accumulated various skills 
within the digital marketing.  I’ve 
designed and built websites in all sorts 
of industries.  I’ve created graphic 
designs for digital ads.  Figured out the 
ins and outs of SEO to rank myself at 
the top of Google for St. Louis web 
design.  I got really into data-driven 
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analytics and conversion rate 
optimization.  Then I jumped into sales 
psychology and frameworks.  Early 
on, I always had this hope that all 
these skill sets would be cumulative.  
In the end, I do think they have been 
when it comes to running and 
operating my business from the inside. 

But, on the outside, when it comes to 
spreading my message and 
connecting with new prospects and 
clients the most effective way to show 
value has been to drill-down onto one 
area and really focus on it.  After all 
these years and experiences, I’ve  

http://it


found that I love working on strategy 
and building the blueprint of a business 
with clients and then helping them turn 
these ideas into reality within a tight 
deadline.  These projects deliver tons of 
high value and its gets my business 
clients onto their business growth phase 
much faster. 

Let’s go back to the photographer 
example real quick. Instead of saying 
you’re a general photographer, you 
say you’re a portrait photographer 
focusing on female models who does 
amazing work and can deliver results 
fast.  You’re an absolute expert in this  
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case, so you want to get paid for the 
results and not how long it takes you.  
Knowing that your competitors often 
take 6 to 8 weeks to turn around final 
production shots, you come in with a 
brand message, “Stunning Portraits for 
the A-List Covergirl Hiding Inside You.  
Shot and Delivered in 48 Hours.” 

When I came up with this example I 
played a little trick on my wife.  I told 
her how I found this awesome 
photographer and proceeded to tell 
her the hypothetical tag line.  I could 
see her light up as each word rolled 
off my lips. She erupted, “Oh my god,



that’s awesome! Our wedding photos 
took foreverrrr.  You said this place has 
good photos, right?” 

I nodded yes and she quickly bounced 
back, “I know a couple girl friends that 
would love this.  What’s the website?” 

Well, my jig was up at this point and I 
had to come clean.  My wife was sad 
for a moment, but at least I got the 
reaction I was looking for with a good 
positioning statement! 

So, why does this positioning work?  
First, it clearly states what you’re  
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delivering.  Stunning portraits.   

Second, you say who it is for: women 
who feel like there’s an A-List covergirl 
waiting inside them. 

Third, you say how it’s different. You 
can create great work and turn it 
around quickly so your customers can 
put their photos to use or enjoy them 
almost immediately instead of waiting 
the typical 6 to 8 weeks. 

Now, I know some of you might be 
nervous about focusing your business 
even after all these stories and  



examples of other businesses.  The 
biggest concern that always pops up is, 
“how am I going to find enough 
clients?” 

Let me assure you, keep your message 
narrow and on point.  It is the only 
thing that is going to keep you at the 
top of your potential customer’s mind.  
Mercedes wouldn’t be the brand that 
represents luxury automobiles if they 
started selling economical mini cars in 
an effort to reach more people.  All 
they would do is confuse people about 
what they offer and shoot themselves in 
the foot for some short-term sales.  
Don’t make this mistake.  Finding  
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customers is relatively easier these 
days anyway with paid digital 
marketing channels like AdWords and 
targeted social media campaigns.  
One thing is for sure though, if you 
take a broad approach with your 
messaging and strategic positioning, 
you are only going to make it harder 
for people to understand what exactly 
you stand for and what special things 
you can do for them. 

This leads into the third and final 
technique you need to employ in your 
branding journey.   

If you don’t do this final step, you’ll  



unravel all the hard work you put into 
the first steps. 

I repeat, this is absolutely critical. 

Once you start marketing your business 
and getting its message out into the 
minds of your ideal clients, you have to 
be ready to stand your ground and 
say, “No”, when people ask you to do 
services or jobs that land outside the 
area you’re focusing on.  If you don’t 
muster the willpower to stand your 
ground and stay within your specialty, 
you’ll quickly teach your prospect that 
you’re not a serious player within your 
niche.  Often times, these requests will 
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be an attempt to get you to give a 
lower price or lower value service.  
You might be tempted to say yes if 
you’re in need of work, but you’re 
seriously hurting your long-term 
business strategy by doing this if this 
job does not connect with an area you 
want to build out for the future.  You’ll 
waste time on a job that doesn’t build 
your brand and portfolio of work and 
if this client does refer more work to 
you they will typically send more 
people who want more of the same 
lower quality service.  It’s a really bad 
situation when you look at it from all 
angles, so I implore you to stand your 
ground!  By standing your  



ground, you quickly show people: 

1. You truly do stand for what you say 
you do. 

2. It shows you know you’re own 
value. 

3. They will remember you even more 
clearly because you flat out told 
what you don’t do. 

4. You free up your time to find the 
right client who will get the most out 
of your service 

And other benefits include: 

1. You’ll have a clear reputation as 
you engage with new, future clients. 
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2. You won’t waste time having to 
figure out details and doing 
research for jobs that don’t match 
up with what you normally do. 

3. You end up working with people 
who respect you and value what 
you do. 

Remember, an inspiring brand doesn’t 
say yes to everyone.  It says no to the 
potential customers that take it off 
track and yes to the clients who are 
the best fit. 



Applying These Principles in Real Life
The strategies covered in this guides are 
extremely powerful in the right hands.  
I used these ideas to develop Clicked 
Studios and better hone how services 
are delivered and maximize the value 
we create for clients. 

One of the most common problems in 
my industry is that potential new clients 
that are still trying to figure out how to 
grow their business or have never done 
this before typically don’t know what 
they need or have incomplete ideas 
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about which direction they need to go.  
It’s like the difference between going 
to a doctor to find out what is wrong 
versus spending hours on WebMD 
and Google… and still not having any 
idea what is wrong with you or how to 
fix it. 

Or even worse, you’ll get request for 
proposals from large companies with 
crazy wish lists that want you to spend 
tons of time researching and 
analyzing their business for free for  



the privilege of maybe getting to do 
business with them.  If you’re looking 
for mutually beneficial relationships 
where both business parties respect 
and value each other… well, all I have 
to say is, "Houston, we have a 
problem!" 

Understanding that companies don’t 
want to hire for a full project right off 
the bat and they want to know who 
they’re dealing with lead me to develop 
The BrandEdgeTM as a more 
affordable and value packed way to 
engage with Clicked Studios from the 
start.
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During the course of this engagement, 
both the client and myself get to know 
each other on a deeper level.  They 
get to see my ideas in action and 
experience the value first hand.  And 
because this is a paid engagement, 
Clicked Studios is being properly 
compensated for its expertise 
leveraged for the client’s benefit.  On 
the flip side, I also get to see if the 
client is a person who honors their 
word, acts respectfully, sets realistic 
expectations, and so on.  Should the 
case arise that we have a bad apple, 
the engagement period is short and 



and we can avoid any further 
engagements with this client.  In the 
long run this creates a much better 
working environment for an expert level 
service business as everyone’s interests 
on both sides are aligned to making the 
project a success. 

Once the strategy session is complete 
and Clicked Studios has delivered a 
concrete strategy document based on 
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that interview and our additional 
research, the client is free to engage 
us at a higher level where we rapidly 
implement their strategy into a real 
world solution.   

Over the course of a week or two 
depending on the package size, we 
work one-on-one with the client to 
develop their messaging, create high-
end photography and/or videos, 



design critical brand assets like their 
logo, business card, letterhead, and a 
modern, responsive website to launch 
their business on the strongest 
foundation possible. 

Making these changes helped Clicked 
Studios stand out in a unique way from 
other service-based creative companies 
by having a very concrete offer that is 
easy to understand. 

I know that if you follow these 
principles and don't give up you’ll find 
the success you’re seeking.
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Thanks again for taking the time to 
read this guide and I truly hope you 
got some great nuggets of information 
to help build your business.  If you 
have questions or thoughts on how I 
can make this guide better, feel free to 
drop me a line on Facebook 
Messenger or email me at 
frank@clickedstudios.com 

You can find more resources like this on 
the blog at www.clickedstudios.com. 

To your success, 
Frank Spohr 
CEO, Clicked Studios

mailto:frank@clickedstudios.com
http://www.clickedstudios.com


About Frank Spohr
Frank Spohr, Clicked Studios' CEO, is a life-long digital designer and marketing 
professional dedicated to helping businesses grow faster and smarter with the power of 
modern technology’s ability to connect people and brands in a meaningful way. 

Notable Achievements 

Worked closely with Wayfinder Missions to make a splash in a competitive market with 
strategic branding, design, and launch. 

Rebuilt House of Denmark’s digital brand experience and increased their lead generation 
effort four-times over and assisted in optimizing Google AdWords PPC advertising monthly 
spend. 

Improved eCommerce giant, eBay.com’s home page data feed with relevant imagery and 
offers. 

Helped online retailer, Expressionery.com, increase its keyword and SEO-page footprint by 
10,000 pages while maintaining high standards of brand experience. 

Facilitated with branding, design, and digital marketing consulting The Skeeter Beater’s 
growth into a six figure lifestyle brand for its founders. 

Developed and executed Midwest Recycling’s search engine marketing strategy to 
dominate its region’s search rankings.  The growth from this campaign also assisted in a 
multi-million dollar sale of the company. 

Maintains top organic rankings and ratings in Google, the web’s most difficult to rank 
search engine.
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